Scoot and Shoot
Poker Run
Official Event Rules
2017
All persons who will participate in the Scoot and Shoot event must register by completing a registration packet
and pay a registration fee ($40 for rider and $20 for passenger) in order to participate. Participants may register
online before the date of the event, or arrive at Registration on the day of the event located at Red Rock Harley
Davidson, 2260 S. Rainbow Blvd LV, NV 89146, between 8:30am and 10:00am. Each participant will be given an
official score card for their poker hand which will also contain the locations where the participants will be
required to travel to in order to obtain their poker cards. Participants will have the opportunity to purchase
additional poker hands for $10 each, and will receive a scorecard for each hand. Additional hands may only be
purchased at registration. Participants must go to the locations in the order listed on their card. At each location,
a participant will have the opportunity to fire a designated weapon at a target containing all 52 cards of a
standard poker deck. The card that is hit by a participant will count as the next card in their hand. A hit will count
if the projectile fired breaks the line of the card’s border. Each location will have a different weapon that must
be fired at a distance appropriate for that weapon which is determined by event personnel. All participants will
fire from the same distance determined for that particular weapon. If the participant does not like the card that
was hit they may purchase a re-shoot for $10. Participants will be limited to purchasing a maximum of two reshoots per location, per hand. The score card can only be marked by event personnel and must be stamped
before the participant leaves the location in order to be official. Each location will also have an official poker
deck where a participant can randomly draw the next card of their hand if they do not wish to fire that particular
weapon. If a participant shoots and does not hit a card, they will be given one additional shot in order to hit a
card. If they do not hit a card on their second shot, or chose to not shoot again, they may draw their next card
from the official poker deck at that location. Participants will not be allowed to use personal weapons; they
must use the weapons and ammunition provided. All participants will be required to draw their 5th card from the
official poker deck at the final location. All cards must be turned in at the final location by 3:00PM.

The winning hand is determined by the standard poker hand rankings. Royal Flush, straight flush, four of a kind,
full house, flush, straight, three of a kind, two pair, pair, and high card. In the case of a tie, the high card will win.
If there are more than one royal flush turned in, each participant who submitted a royal flush will draw one card
from an official deck and the highest card will win the first place prize, and the next highest cards taking the next
highest prize. Any disputes will be settled by the Scoot and Shoot committee with their decision being final.

